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The KSC Applied Physics Lab (formed in 
1989) helps the programs at KSC solve 
problems that don’t fit into the areas of the 
other labs (cryogenics, corrosion, polymers, 
chemistry, etc.). 

We also work on a variety of research 
efforts as time and funding allow.

This talk will address four topic areas, two 
that originated from the Shuttle program 
and two that address serious NASA needs.
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1. Birds

Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds

We all have heard of planes hitting birds but this has 
also happened to the Space Shuttle…
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Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds

July 2005 launch of Discovery on mission STS-114
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Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds

So how do you get rid of the vultures?

Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture

Can’t shoot them.

Chemical deterrents 
only keep them off the
ground. 

Hanging up fake dead 
vultures keeps them 
off the pad, but not out 
of the airspace.
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Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds

When we tried this we 
captured a gator instead 
of vultures.

How one NASA center 
solved their vulture 
problem.
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Driving the vultures away with loud sounds works, but the 
program decided it was too expensive to implement.

Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds

LRAD-Long Range 
Acoustic Device
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Someone suggested we use a cannon and this works. 
After a series of blasts the vultures clear the area.

Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds
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I spent time at the pad measuring the blast wave pressure to 
determine if there might be an impact to the Shuttle, but the program 
decided not to implement the cannon.

Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds
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Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds

Instead, they began collecting 
road-kill to cut back on the food 
supply and started a campaign 
to try and reduce road-kill.

In addition they asked us to 
develop a vulture tracking 
system for use at launch.
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We “borrow” 3 cameras prior to each launch and use 
them to triangulate the location of any vultures located 
over the pad. A 3-D model of the pad with bird 
locations is displayed to the launch director

Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds
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This is the view from the three cameras used to support the bird vision system.

Note the image on the left. This is the only visible image I know of showing the 
flare stack burning at take off.

Also, note the water tower….

Water towerH2 Flame

Our First Aerospace Topic-Birds



So let’s move onto our second topic...

The water deluge system being tested.
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2. Water

Our Second Aerospace Topic-Water

Water in various forms affects many aerospace 
systems, but the Shuttle had a unique problem…



The Space Shuttle Orbiters are protected from 
the heat of re-entry by more than 20,000 tiles 
and these tiles are significantly affected by 
water.

The tiles are composed of nearly pure silica 
fibers that form a strong, yet extremely low 
thermal conductivity coating over the Orbiter.

Our Second Aerospace Topic-Water



The tiles are only 7% glass by 
volume and are partially coated 
with a thin (0.01 inch) layer of 
black borosilicate glass to 
increase their emittance.

Our Second Aerospace Topic-Water

These tiles are normally waterproofed, 
but the heat of reentry can burn the 
waterproofing out and then the Orbiter is 
susceptible to water absorption.



After one mission Atlantis was rained on after landing out west. The 
loss of waterproofing during re-entry caused it to soak up substantial 
water (the blue tiles shown are wet). After months of frustration using 
heat lamps in the OPF to remove the water, a “wet tile” team was 
formed and we were asked to help.

Our Second Aerospace Topic-Water



We built a “wet-vac” that could pull the water 
out of a tile through its water-proofing hole. 
Each unit could dry 25 tiles in about 1-2 
hours using the building vacuum system. 
After Return-to-Flight, Discovery came back 
wet, and these units were used to dry its tiles.

Our Second Aerospace Topic-Water



Water is an important issue and we 
went on to develop water detection 
tools and predictive models for water 
absorption into rocket fairings.

Our Second Aerospace Topic-Water



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

3. Launch Assist

A recent review stated that the most 
important challenge facing NASA was 

improving access to space.

*NASA Space Technology Roadmaps and 
Priorities (2012), The National Academies.



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

3. Launch Assist

The liquid oxygen in the External Tank 
weighs more than a solid rocket 
booster! Why carry this weight?

Air-breathing rockets may be an 
alternative, such as SCRAM or RAM 
jet based vehicles.

But these rockets would need to be 
accelerated until their air intakes can 
gather enough oxygen to ignite their 
engines.



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

NASA funded the development of 3 demo tracks in the 1990’s as possible 
launch assist systems.  Here’s one based on a linear induction motor design.

This doesn’t look like much but linear induction motors have developed 
enormously since the late 1990s.



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

The EMALS (electromagnetic aircraft launch system) will be replacing steam 
catapults on aircraft carriers. First successful demonstration was in June 2010.

But, while linear induction motors can deliver great force, their maximum speed is 
limited. We need speed for an air breathing rocket engine to ignite.



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

But speed is no problem for a railguns that 
can propel objects at Mach 7.

But can they propel a larger object, like a 
small air breathing vehicle, at lower 
acceleration over a long distance?



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

We’ve shown that they can by using new super capacitors and modern 
MOSFETs for current control.  Here’s a table-top version of the system.

Movie outside of 
PowerPoint



Our Third Aerospace Topic-Launch Assist

If scramjet or ramjet technology matures then this might be the future….. 



Our Fourth Aerospace Topic-Radiation Protection

4. Radiation Shielding

A recent review stated that the second most important 
challenge facing NASA was radiation protection.*

*NASA Space Technology Roadmaps and 
Priorities (2012), The National Academies.



Our Fourth Aerospace Topic-Radiation Protection

O.18 mm

Galactic Cosmic Ray nuclear collisions as recorded 
in nuclear emulsions, (Magnesium nuclei)

On a trip to Mars and back 
with a typical aluminum 
skinned vehicle the odds are 
5-10% that a young person 
would develop a fatal cancer 
later in life, not to mention 
irreversible damage to the 
brain, eyes, and other 
organs.



Our Fourth Aerospace Topic-Radiation Protection

Adding more material shielding does not help.  Once the galactic cosmic rays 
hit nuclei the resulting neutrons and gamma rays are difficult to stop.



But	Galactic	Cosmic	radiation	is	
composed	of	charged	ions	and	
electrostatic	forces	can	be	used	
to	deflect	or	slow	them	down.	

A	possible	design	would	consist	
of	a	positively	charged	ring	
near	the	spacecraft	and	a	far	
field	negatively	charged	ring,	as	
shown	to	the	left,	with	Van	de	
Graf	generators	in	the	spokes.	
In	such	a	system	electrons	are	
repelled	by	the	outer	torroid	
and	protons/ions	repelled	by	
the	inner	ring.

A	proposed	torroidal	shield	configuration.

Our Fourth Aerospace Topic-Radiation Protection



Dose	exposure	reduction	predicted	to	be	
better	than	80%	at	higher	depths.	

Studies	have	shown	that	a	300	
MeV	shield	may	be	technically	
feasible	and	that	this	would	not	
only	deflect	more	than	half	of	the	
GCR	protons	that	would	normally	
hit	the	spacecraft,	it	would	reduce	
their	energy	substantially,	
reducing	the	radiation	dose	
exposure	to	the	astronauts.

Solar Minimum 1977
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We created a short movie on our electrostatic radiation shielding concept for 
“Mars Rising”, a special on the Science Channel.

Thanks to Irv Bushnell for the graphics, Mars Rising narration was done by William Shatner.

Our Fourth Aerospace Topic-Radiation Protection
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We created a short movie on our electrostatic radiation shielding concept for 
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That’s all.  


